
What color are 
you?

Discover with us which colors are most 
suitable for you with the help of nature. 
Choose to wear the colors that suit you 
best and enhances your personal 
beauty.

"The silly women follow fashion, pretentious to  
exaggerate, but the women of good taste come to  

terms with it"
Émilie du Châtelet



Choose the right colors for you

How many times happen to be in front of the cabinet and ask the same question, 
"What shall I wear?" More or less every morning, right? 
To address this problem, common to many, there is a simple and intuitive method 
rely on nature. Better yet, the seasons. Following these few, but effective, straight 
you can figure out what colors suit you and create stunning looks for all occasions.

To make the analysis more precise and detailed is necessary to take into account 
a number of benchmarks fundamental data from your natural color of the skin, 
eyes and hair to find an assonance with the colors expressed in nature. As every 
person has certain colors that make it unique, so each season is marked by various 
shades.

This method of combining their colors with those around us has a solid and proven 
groundwork that we can find into armocromia approaching, useful method to 
study the nuances of personal color. The basic idea is to find the set of colors that 
allow to exploit at best the natural physical characteristics of each.

We must first understand what are the distinctive color to be considered, namely:
– temperature (warm / cold)
– saturated (more intense or less intense)
– brightness

The armocromia classical determines the membership of a season rather than to 
another starting from the hue of the skin and, secondly, by the ratio of the 
complexion with eyes and hair; thus identifying the 4 main groups:

– Winter (cool colors and saturated)
– Summer (cool colors and unsaturated)
– Autumn (warm colors and saturated)
– Spring (warm colors and unsaturated)

The technique of harmonizing colors of the face with the clothes we wear (but also 
with nuances of makeup and hair) is really in use in the star system, many 
actresses, in fact, rely on the treatment of their image with industry experts who are 
able to enhance their strengths in any situation. Also we can make in our little 
treasure of the same "tricks" of the star inspiration to those who belong to our 
season, stealing a secret useful for our style.

Let's look at the four seasons to figure out which one is better:



FALL. Fall has warm colors, deep and mitigated. It 's the season of harvest and 
wealth that carries us, gently, away from the warm breath of summer. Intense and 
rich tones dominate expressing softness and stability; give a harmonious, balanced 
and rich beauty.
Are part of this season people who have a very soft color, with great harmony 
between the shades of skin, eyes and hair.
Features and advice for the person Fall ...

– Skin: Clear with some freckles, Ivory, Peach with any freckles, pale golden 
Beige, dark Beige, coppery golden Brown.

– Hair: Ash Blond, strawberry Blond, honey Blond, Copper, warm reddish 
Brown, golden Brown, coppery Brown, deep Red, Black coal.

– Eyes: Hazelnut, Dark Brown, Olive Green, Green with brown streaks, dark 
Brown hot, Oil-Black, Blue, Amber.

– Veins: greenish

– Icons to inspire: Jennifer Lopez, Julianne Moore, Julia Roberts, Elisabetta 
Canalis, Jessica Alba, Natalie Portman, Gisele Bundchen. 

– Right colors for you: Warm Beige, Ivory, Honey, Camel, Fishing Light, Hot Pink, 
Pink salmon, Gold, Orange, Orange Pumpkin, Dark orange, red orange, red 
tomato, Terracotta, Rust, Bronze, all shades of Brown, Coffee, Chocolate, 
mustard, forest Green, Khaki, olive Green, jade Green, lime green or cedar, 
Turquoise, Oil, Plum warm, Mahogany, Aubergine, dark Purple.

– Colors to avoid: Navy, Pink cold, Pink, Grey, cool shades.

– Bijoux: Yellow gold, copper, brass, wood, shell, ivory.

– Stones: Amber, Red Coral, Topaz, Tiger Eye, Jade, Pearl cream color.



WINTER. With the winter we leave the warm tones of autumn to direct us to a 
palette of cool colors and bright, which is well identified in primary colors and 
saturated. The snow is the master and ice crystals make the landscape pure and 
rigid. It 's the season of conflict par excellence, where there are no compromises, 
the glamor and opulence are expressed at the highest levels. Usually people in this 
category are characterized by an innate elegance and can wear with innate 
naturalness improbable combinations of colors that would be ridiculous to others.
Features and advice for the person Winter …

– Skin: Milk white, White with pink, Beige, rosy Beige, Olive, Grey-Beige, Brown, 
Black.

– Hair: White-blond, ash Brown, Dark brown with shades of mahogany, Brown, 
Blacks.

– Eyes: Grey-Blue, Gray-Green, Dark Blue, Brown-Green, Brown-Blue, Dark 
Brown, Brown-Black, Blacks.

– Veins: bluish

– Icons to inspirei: Eva Longoria, Anne Hathaway, Demi Moore, Sandra Bullock, 
Megan Fox, Courtney Cox, Liv Tyler, Victoria Beckham.

– Right colors for you: Pure white, all shades of ice (light green, light blue, lilac, 
pink or gray), Silver, Light gray and cold, Anthracite, Beige-Grey, Dark 
Mahogany, Charcoal, Plum, Red pure and cold, Bordeaux, Navy, deep 
Blue, electric Blue, Blue-Violet, Purple intense, Purple, Magenta, Cyan cold, 
forest Green, emerald Green, canary Yellow, Fuchsia, shocking Pink.

– Colors to avoid: Warm colors like orange and brown, Beige.

– Bijoux: Silver, White Gold, Platinum, White pearls

– Stones: Diamond, Amethyst, Emerald, Moonstone, Sapphire



SPRING. Spring is the season of awakening, the nature turns out the cold winter 
coat and is willing to blow its bright colors and shiny. In the air there's a desire for 
sun shades and tones of nature reflect warm, clear and bright. Please note, while 
we were talking in the autumn of warm colors and mitigated, here is warm and 
crisp, bright, as if kissed by the sun. People "spring" have, usually, little contrast 
between the eyes, skin and hair, in a tone almost transparent skin, love the color 
and they are fabulous with more than three colors on him.
Features and advice for the person Spring …

– Skin: Ivory Cream with any freckles, Clear but not white, Peach, Golden 
Beige, often with rosy cheeks.

– Hair: Blond, Blonde Golden Blonde Honey, Strawberry Blonde, Light Brown, 
golden Brown, Red carrot, Red auburn, Black mahogany.

– Eyes: Light Blue, Blue Steel, Oil, Light Green, Green Water, Hazelnut, Golden 
brown, with eyelashes and eyebrows chestnut or darker than hair.

– Iicons to inspire: Cameron Diaz, Scarlett Johanson, Kate Winslet, Nicole 
Kidman, Milla Jovovich, Kate Hudson, Amanda Seyfreid.

– Right colors for you: Ivory, Cream, Beige hot, Camel, Grey, Golden brown, 
light brown, Maroon, Red-Orange, Coral, Apricot, Gold, Yellow canary 
yellow narcissus, Light Yellow, Light Pink, Pink Salmon, Periwinkle, Dark Blue , 
Fishing clear, cobalt blue, royal blue, Aquamarine, Turquoise, lime green or 
cedar, Kelly Green, Purple, Pink shocking.

– Coolors to avoid: Black, cool shades, Pure White.

– Bijoux: Yellow gold, platinum.

– Stones: Pearls ivory-pink, coral pink, Aquamarine, Diamond.



SUMMER. The sun shines high in the sky with its warm rays weakens the "sparkling" 
spring colors to make them more clear, delicate and subtle. Fading, colors, 
become colder, giving to the summer of light colors, attenuated and, of course, 
cold. This season is undoubtedly the most ethereal between four and who belongs 
to them, if wearing the right colors, can get a fine, elegant and classy.
Features and advice for the person Summer …

– Skin: Pale beige, beige with pink, Pink, Grey-Brown, Brown pink.

– Hair: Platinum blond, ash Blond with any gold, dark ash Blonde, ash Brown, 
Dark brown, Brown with shades of mahogany.

– Eyes: Light Grey, Grey-Light Blue, Blue, Light Blue, Blue water, Green, Green-
Light Blue, Hazel spots with blue, green or brown, Brown-Gray, blond 
eyelashes and eyebrows.

– Veins: Blue

– Icons to inspire: Claudia Schiffer, Gwyneth Paltrow, Diane Kruger, Reese 
Witherspoon, Bianca Balti, Jennifer Aniston.

– Colors right for you: Pink beige, Beige cocoa, rose brown, gray and cold light 
is dark, Silver, Tulip, Rose is cold and clear dark pink powder blue anthracite, 
Powder Blue is dark and clear, blue water, green mint, Orchid, Lavender , 
Mauve, lemon Yellow light, Red chilly, clear fuchsia, Bordeaux, Plum light, 
Purple, soft colors and soft made of blue, pink, gray.

– Colors to avoid: shades of orange, ocher, beige, brown, black.

– Bijoux: Silver, Platinum.

– Stones: Pearl white or pink, Quartz, Aquamarine, Diamond.



TEST: WHICH SEASON ARE YOU?
Not yet been able to figure out which season you belong to? This simple test 
will help you find the answer you're looking for.

What color are your eyes?

*Blacks or very dark

*Blue or clear, without shades of gold, the color is cold

*Hazel or green

*Blue or clear but with shades of gold

What color is your hair?

*Brown golden or red

*Very light blonde or ash

*Blacks or very dark brown

*Brown

How is your skin?

*White

*Clear

*Golden

*Olive



Which stone represents you?

*Amber, yellow and warm

*Hematite, dark gray and cold

*Aquamarine, blue and transparent

*Agate, green or blue, glossy

Which color suits you the most?

*Light Blue

*Green

*Red

*Pink

Your features:

*Are delicate, harmonious, with light shades without strong contrasts

*Express delicacy and balance, the face is bright and sunny

*They have warm undertones, his face expresses harmony and 
sweetness

*Are persuasive and intense, the charm is magnetic and aggressive



Majority *
Women's Fall

Majority *
Women's Winter

Majority *
Women's Spring

Majority *
Women's Summer

Now that you have found your current season you can improve your look by 
wearing colors that are right for you will help you feel more perfect!


